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New Dating Site for Disabled Singles, Disabled Mate, Launched in the UK

According to the latest gov.uk figures, there are currently 11 million people living with some
sort of a disability in the Great Britain, 61% of which are working age adults and seniors.
Disabled Mate is a dating site that can help them connect.

Miami, Florida (PRWEB UK) 30 May 2017 -- Unfortunately, discrimination is still present and it affects
various social groups, even though the Equality Act 2010 promises equal rights for everyone, regardless of their
sexual orientation, religious beliefs or disability status. This is why this specifically designed disabled dating
site has been recently launched and is in full accordance with the anti-discrimination policy, saying that
everyone deserves equal chances for a fulfilling and happier love life.

The entire idea behind the Disabled Mate project is based on the belief that disabled individuals would feel
more comfortable meeting other singles who are perhaps living with the same disability as they are, which is
certainly something that goes in favor of increasing the odds for finding someone who would be a good fit for a
relationship, romance or love.

Living with disability is certainly something that could affect quality of life, but it definitely makes each person
braver and more tenacious. However, many people living with a disability are vulnerable in some aspects of
their lives. Disabled Mate believes that the dedicated online dating service could be a great starting point for
matching up with other disabled singles that know precisely what it feels like, which altogether reduces the
risks of relationship downfalls and having to go through a series of awkward situations.

Disabled Mate is available 24/7 and can be found on the web at uk.disabledmate.com.

http://www.prweb.com
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/disability-facts-and-figures
https://www.gov.uk/definition-of-disability-under-equality-act-2010
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Contact Information
Rafael Wynn
Traffic Mountain Inc.
http://www.trafficmountain.com
+1 357-2585 Ext: 954

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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